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BRIEF OF APPELLANTS

STATEMENT OF KIND OF CASE
This is an action for a plenary review of a decision
of the State Engineer approving an application for a permanent
change of point of diversion, place and nature of use of water.

DrSPOSITION IN LOHER COURT
The trial court granted a motion for summary judgment
dismissing the complaint, approving the change application, and
affirming the decision of the State Engineer.

RELIEF SOUGHT ON APPEAL
The appellants seek the reversal of the summary judgment and remand of the case for an evidentiary trial on the merits.

STATEMENT OF FACTS
This action was filed pursuant to Section 73-3-14, UCA,
1953, for a plenary review of the decisions of the defendant Dee
C. Hansen, State Engineer, approving Permanent Change Applications
Nos. a-10952 (68-531), a-10953 (68-2165), a-10954 (68-2166),
a-10955 (68-2161), a-10956 (68-2167), a-10968 (68-2169), a-10969
(68-2170), a-10970 (68-2168), a-10971 (68-2171), a-10972 (68-2180),
a-10973 (68-2181), a-10981 (68-2173), a-10997 (68-2179), and
a-11009 (68-2182).

(R. 001 - 156).

A copy of a typical applicati 01
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appears in the appendix.

.

Separate applications were filed by the owner or owners
of fourteen wells located at the points specifically described in
each application along the Sevier River.
various defendants.

The applicants were the

The water from the wells, which vary in depth

from 203 feet to 988 feet> has heretofore been used for irrigation and incidental stockwatering purposes from April 1 to October
31 of each year.

(R. 017 - 107)

It is proposed by each of the change applications to
change the points of diversion from the present points to five
20 inch. wells 800 to 1200 feet deep to be located at five of nine
points described in each application.

The distances from the

present locations of the 14 wells to the proposed site of the
Intermountain Power Project vary from 11 to 14.5 miles.

The use

at the power project site will be at an electrical generating
plant for cooling and other purposes from January 1 to December 31
of each year.
consumed.

The wate·r diverted for industrial use will be fully

(R. 108 - 156)

The fourteen applications were advertised as provided by
law.

Protests were filed by numerous well owners in the area and

a hearing on all fourteen applications was held.

The State Engineer

approved each change application with a reduction of the number of
acre feet to be changed based on the assumption that all of the
water would be applied to beneficial use each year and that 2.50
acre feet per acre would be consumptively used.

It is stated in

the State Enginee·r' s memorandum decision on page 3, Change Application No. a-10952:
Sponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
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"It is not the inte.ntion of the State Engineer in
establishing a consunptive -use duty of 2. 5 acrefeet of water per acre of land to adjudicate the
extent of the rights of Dr . Clark B. Cox, but rather
to provide sufficient definition of the right to
assure that other vested rights are not impaired
by the change. The State Engineer is conducting
additional studies concerning the consumptive use
requirements of irrigated land in the area. Therefore, the duty of 2.5 acre-feet per acre in determining acreage reduction and all issues relating
thereto shall be interlocutory, and if subsequent
studies· or a Court - either in a review of this
decision or in a subs-equent action - adjudicates
that this right is entitled to either more or less
water, the State Engineer will adjust the duty and
acre.age accordingly . " (R. 114)
The decis-ion on each of the other thirteen applications
is the same.

(R. 112 - 156)

This action was filed to review the State Engineer's
decisions, on the fourteen applications, pursuant to Section 73-3-14
UCA . 1953.

(R. 0.01 - 156)

It is alleged in the complaint that

the plaintiffs are the owners of water rights in the Sevier Desert
Ground Water B.asi.n and that the approval of the change applications
will cause or allow impairment of and interference with the water
rights of the plainti):fs .,

These allegations are denied by the

defendants.
The de.fe.ndants filed a motion for a summary judgment,
CR~

330. 331) dismissing the case and supported it by an affidavit

of an expert to the effect that the changes proposed by the applications here involved and applications Nos. a-10862 and a-10863, also
ff.led for the IPP Project. would not impair the rights of others and
would not constitute an enlargement.

(R. 332 - 346)

The plaintiffs
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filed an affidavit of an expert which states that the transfers
of water as proposed

" .... cannot reasonably be expected to be

accomplished because of the transmissibility of the area over
which the transfers· a.re proposed.

The.ref ore, pumping at the !PP

site will di.re·ctly impact wells in the Sugarville-Sutherland
area, which i-mpa.ct cannot he alleviated by the cessation of pumping in th.e aJteas wh_ere the wells a.re presently located."

- 4211

(R. 418

These affidavits will be discussed in more detail in the

argument.
The trial court made and entered an order and sunnnary
judgment stating generally in a recitation that the change applications can be approved without impairing the existing water
rights of the

plaintiffs~

that th.ere is no genuine issue as to

any ma.tettial fact,· and that the de.fendants are entitled to judgment as a matter of law.

CR. 505

~

509)

This appeal was taken

from the· s-:ummary judgment so made and entered.

(R. 515 - 516)

ARGUMENT

THERE.ARE GENUINE ISSUES OF MATERIAL FACT
PRECLUDING SUMMARY JUDGMENT
The appellants rely upon Rule 56(c) of the Utah Rules
of Civil Procedure which provides:
"The motion shall be served at least ten days
before the ti.me fixed for the hearing. The adverse
party- prior to the day of hearing may serve opposing
affidavits. The judgment sought shall be rendereci
forthwith if th.e pleadings~ deposi.tions, answers to
jmterrogat0ries, and admi~sions on file, .together ~ith
the afftdav±ts, if any, show that there is no genuine
i's·sue as to any material fact and that the moving party
i:s ent:i tled to a judgment as a matter of law .... "
-5-
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The question as to whether there was a genuine issue of
material fact before the trial court when it granted the motion
for summary judgment can best be considered and determined after
reviewing the nature of the case.
This suit was filed pursuant to Section 73-3-14, UCA
1953, which provides for the review by the district court of
decisions by the state engineer.

Change Application No. 10864

was filed in accordance with Section 73-3-3, UCA 1953, which, in
pertinent part, provides:
"Any person entitled to the use of water may
change the place of diversion or use and may use
the water for other purposes than those for which
it was originally appropriated, but no such change
shall be made if it impairs any vested right without just compensation. Such changes may be permanent or temporary. Changes for an indefinite length
of time with an intention to relinquish the original
point of diversion, place or purpose of use are
defined as permanent changes. Temporary changes
include and are limited to all changes for definitely
fixed periods of not exceeding one year. Both permanent and temporary changes of point of diversion,
place or purpose of use- of water including water involved in general adjudication or other suits, shall
be made in the manner provided herein and not otherwise.
"No permanent change shall be made except on the
approval of an application therefor by the state engineer. Such applications shall be made upon blanks to be
furnished by the state engineer and shall set forth the
name of the applicant, the quantity of water involved,
the stream or source from where the water is diverted,
the point to which it is proposed to change the diversion of the wate·r, the place, purpose, and extent of
the present us·e, and the place, purpose and extent of
the proposed use and such other information as the
state engineer may require .... "
The appellants take the position that the statute require
the state engineer to cons·ider, in acting upon each change applica·
tion, the basic question of fact as to whether the change of place
of diversion or use as proposed in the application can be made with
outSponsored
impairing
anyLawvested
right
without
justof Museum
compensation.
by the S.J. Quinney
Library. Funding
for digitization
provided by the Institute
and Library Services
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In the case of United States v. District Court, 121
Utah 18, 238 P 2d 1132, this Court had before it questions involving an application for change of

~oint

of diversion, place

and nature of use of water acquired by the United States as
appurtenances to land in Deer Creek Reservoir.

The Court in

its opinion discussed at some length factual questions to be
considered, the duties of the state engineer and the nature of
actions to review his decisions.

We quote:

"The administration of the waters of the
western arid states present many vital and
complicated problems. The right to the use of
water, although a property right, is very different from the ownership of specific property which
is subject to possession, control and use as the
owner sees fit. Such right does not involve the
owne·rship of a specific body of water but is only
a right to use a given a1Ilount of the transitory
waters of a streaI!l or water source for a specified
time, place and purpose, and a change in any of
these might materially affect the rights of other
users of the same stream or source. Streams and
other water sources are usually divided and subdivided between many users and the various divisions are used in turns of a designated number of
hours per day or other period of ti1Ile. A stream
of water or other source may be supplied from many
sources, some apparent and others unknown, and
often where it goes to ·±s difficult or impossible
to trace. The amount of water in a stream usually
varies from year to year, season to season, and
sometimes from day to day and hour to hour. Most
farms of this state are vitally dependent on irrigation waters and particularly during the later
part of the irrigation season the demand is usually
much greater than the supply, and much more land
could be brought. under cultivation if there was
sufficient water~· So the keeping of proper records,
the equitable and orderly distribution and the taking of effective measures to conserve the waters
are of vital importance to the well being of this
state."
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''The State Engineer "s decisions, often have
th.e ef feet of de.terrnining valuable rights. Neither
an appropriation or change in diversion place or
purpose or place of use can be initiated or accomplis:hed under our law without his approval or the
approval of the· d±s·trict court on review. His
de·c±·sions require notice to al 1 interested persons
who may protest, whereupon the Engineer must investigate and hear evidence of all interested parties and
he should approve or reject applications to appropriate, and applications for a change and issue or deny
certificates that such applications have been accompltshed in accordance with the law and the facts as
h.. .e "f•in·d s t h em .... "

''The legislature provided that any person
aggrieved by the engineer~s decision may bring an
'··action in the district ceurt for a plenary review
theTeof'' and that the hear±ng therein "shall proceed
as· a trial de novo ~.. The use of the terms 'review'
and ''trial de novo '·. indicate that the court shall
review only the issues of law anrl fact TNhich were
tnvolved in the engineer '·s decision. That i:s,
whether the applic~t~on shall be approved or rejected,
and as a corollary theTeto whether on all the evidence
adduced at such trial de novo the engineer '··s approval
or rej~ction should be sustained. rejected, or modified ... ~"
The courts of this state and other Western States have,
in many opinions, discussed and ruled upon changes of points of
diversion, places and nature of use which constitute an impairment of vested rights within the meaning of the statute, quoted
above, and similar statutes.
It has been held that the state engineer must determine
whether there is reason to believe that the proposed change can be
made without impairing vested rights.
Salt Lake City v. Boundar; Springs Water Users
Ass'n, 2 0 Zd 141, 270 P d 453.
Piute Res. & Irr. Co. v. West Panguitdl Res. & Irr.

co., 13 u za 6, 367 P 2a 855.

UIU'ted States v. District Court, supra.
-8Sponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
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In the case of E·a·st Bench Irr.

c·o.

v. n·esere t I rr. Co.,

2 Utah 2d 170, 271 P 2d 449, the Court said:
"Under the circumstances o.f this case
defendants have a vested right to the use of
all of the water which would be available for
t~eir use without the proposerl changes.
If
these changes decrease the quantity of water
available for their use in the future their
vested rights will be impaired."
'
In the opinion of this Court on rehearing in the case
of Piute Res.

&

Irr. Co. v. West Pangui..tchirr.

&

Res. Co., 13

Utah 2d 6, 367 P 2d 855, which involved a change application,
the question as to

im~airment

of vested rir.hts was posed as

follows:
"Does the evidence show reason to believe
that the winter waters now used for culinary,
stock watering and land flooding can be stored
in a reservoir to be built until the dry suzmner
season, then used to supple~ent watering of the
presently irrigated land without depriving lower
water users of the Sevier River of the use of
some quantity of water during the same period of
time as would have been available to them without the change? Without such a showing this
application should be denied. For if the operation of such a change will deprive the lower users
of the same quantity of water during the same
period of time as they would have had without this
change, their vested rights will thereby be impaired. So this is the determinative question
to be considered on this appeal."
The answer of the Court to the question, so posed, is
quoted:
"This court has never 2.dopted the so-called
'de minimus' theory, which we understand to be
that an application either to appropriate or change
the diversion or use of water should be approved if
the effect on prior vested rights is so small that
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courts will not be concerned therewith. This
would seem to require the approval of an application if it were shown that the adverse effect
on vested rights is very small, even though
there is a definite showing of some such adverse
effect. Of course, all of the estimates of the
loss to the lower users by Mr. Lambert were many
times more than the amount he estimated as being
----- a 'de minimus' amount of loss to the lower water
users. However, the correct rule on this question
is that the applicant must show reason to believe
that the proposed application for change can be
made without impairing vested rights. This means
that if vested rights will be impaired by such
change or application to appropriate, such application should not be approved.
"The foregoing conclusion is especially
applicable under the situation here disclosed;
chat a long river drains the water from many
canyons covering a large territory over which
there is an inadequate water supply to fully irrigate the land presently under cultivation and where
the tributary water of many such canyons could be
stored and used to supplement the irrigation of
presently irrigated lands during the dry season to
great advantage to the landowners who would receive
advantages of the supplemental irrigation water.
If a 'de minimus '· reduction of the waters available
to the lower water users were allowed under such
conditions over and over again, the damage to the
lower users would be unbearable."
It i:s stated in· Corpus Juris Secundum, Vol. 93, page
975:
"While there is no fixed rule for determining
whether a change in point of diversion will injure
others. and each case depends largely on its own
s·orrounding circumstances and conditions , there
can generally be no change in point of diversion
which. will result in an enlarged use either as to
amount or time.''
In the case of East Bench Irr. Co. v.· State, 5 Utah
2d 235, 300 P 2d 603, 607, the Court said:
-10Sponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
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:a:

"Howeve~. there are issues in every appeal
from the engineer '·s decision which mus c be adjudicated. The court must adjudicate whether there is
reason to believe that some rights may be acquired
u~d~r such a~plication without impairing vested
rights of others. In some other cases the court
must.adjudicate the priority of conflicting rights,
and in other cases, as we did in our previous
decision in this case. it must adjudicate whether
a· fores·eeable possible effect will constitute an
impairment of vested lZ'ights .... ,,

Having considered the nature of the issues in actions
to review decisions of the State Engineer on applications to
change the place and nature of use of water, we now will consider the intent, purpose and application of the summary judgment procedure.
This Court, and Courts in other states, have. in many
cases, explained the purpose and application of Rule 56(c) of
the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure.

We quote from a few:

In the case of Durhani. v. Margetts, 571 P 2d 1332, 1334,
it is stated"

"The suimnary judgment procedure has the
desirable and salutary purpose of eliminating
the time, trouble and expense of a trial when
there are no issues pf fact in dispute and the
controversy can be resolved as a matter of law.
Nevertheless, that should not be done on conjecture, but only when the matter is clear; and
in case of doubt, the doubt should be resolved
in allowing the challenged party the opportunity
of at least attempting to prove his right to
recover .... "
The following is quoted from Kidman v. White, 14 Utah

2d 898, 378 p 2d 898, 900:

-11Sponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
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"In confronting the problem· p·resented on this
appeal we have been obliged to remain aware that a
suI?!IIlary judgment, which turns· a party out of court
without an opportunity to present his evidence, is
a harsh measure that should be granted only when,
tak±ng the vf.ew most favorable to a party's claims
and any proof that might properly be adduced
thereunde·r, he could in no event prevail .... "
See also, Sorenson v. Beers,

~ta~

585 P 2d 458, 460,

where it is stated:
"Rule 56(c), Utah Rules of Civil Procedure,
provides a sunnnary judgment may be rendered where
there is no genuine issue as to any material fact,
and that moving party is entitled a judgment as a
matter of law. This Court in a number of decisions
has laid down the rule that in ruling on a motion
for a summary judgment the court may.consider only
facts which are not in dispute and that motion
should be granted only when all the facts entitling
the moving party to a judgment are clearly established or admitted."
This Court has held that it takes only one sworn
statement under oath to dispute the averments on the other side
of the controversy and create an issue of fact.
Holbrook Company v. Adams, 542 P 2d 191.
A number of cases hold that it was not the purpose of
Rule 56(.c) to provide for a trial by affidavit:
Bofd v. Bro~les, 163 Colo. 451~ 431 P 2d 484.
Pr:rmock v.·amilton, 168 Colo. 524, 452 P 2d 375.
Knowles v. Klase, 204 Kan. 156, 460 P 2d 444.
Harter v. Kuntz, 207 Kan. 338, 485 P 2d 190.
In the case of Boyd v. Broyles, supra, the Court said:

"In our view of the matter the trial court
acted precipitously in granting Broyles' motion
for summary judgment. It has been said so frequently that it is now almost trite, but surnmary
judgment is still a very drastic remedy which is
never warranted except on a clear showing that
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there is ·no genuine issue as to any material
fact, and a sununary judgment should never be
so use~ as.to c~mpel a party to try his case
on a~fidavits with no opportunity to crossexamine the affiants .... "
We shall now apply the law to the facts in this case.
A review of the pleadings establishes issues as to impairment
of vested water rights and the enlargement of the rights sought
to be changed by increasing the time of diversion from seasonal
irrigation use to year around use for industrial purposes from
which there will be no return flow.
The affidavit in support of the motion for summary
judgment, signed by Reed W. Mower, does not attempt any specific
analysis of the effect on the underground basin and other wells
in the area of stopping the pumping at each of the wells, which
he refers to as the 12 wells with depths from 203 feet to 988
feet and the pumping of water from five new wells at depths of
800 feet to 1200 feet at distances which vary from 11 to 14.5
miles away from the present wells.

His affidavit discusses two

change applications, Nos. a-10862 and a-10863, as well as 13 of
the wells involved in this suit and his conclusions are generally
based on the effect on the underground basin of all proposed
changes including those not here involved.
for those reasons, not be admissible.

This evidence would,

(R. 335 - 346)

The general conclusion as to the effect of the proposed
changes on wells involved in this suit, the wells described in
applications Nos. a-10862 and a-10863, all lumped together, is
stated as follows:
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(1)

No adverse effect on ground water levels in the

Sevier Desert ground water basin, long term or short term, by
enlarging the time of diversion from the irrigation season to
year around.

(2)

(R. 335, 336)
The effect on the basin as a whole will be "less"

adverse by pumping water as proposed than solely for irrigation
use.

(R. 336)
Similar conclusions on the "lump" effect are given

area by area.
The plaintiffs' expert, Parley R. Neeley, in addition
to the statement quoted on page 5 of this brief, said:

"22. With respect to paragraph 14 of the Mower
affidavit) the conclusions are highly suspect in
th.at they do not take into account the movement of
water in the underground acquifer; the pumping of IPP
wells and DMAD wells will drastically affect the water
level, advers·ely in the Sugarville area, much more
than pumping the wells at the original locations and
for the original purposes.
"That more water will be pumped than ever pumped
for agricultural purposes from the DMAD wells and the
12 individual wells. By transferring water from
agricultural purposes to the purposes and at the
locations allowed by the decisions of the State Engineer~ all other wells in the Basin will be adversely
affected." (R. 417, 418)
Mr. Neeley furth.er concludes " .... that water levels will
not appreciably increase, rather, when pumping occurs, water levels
generally decrease if water is pumped from the same basin."
(R. 419)

Clearly, no facts involving the changes under the fourtee:
applications are undisputed.

On the contrary, the conclusions of

each expert is contrary to those of the other expert.
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The rule stated in the case of Holbrook Company v.
Adams, supra, that it takes only one sworn statement under oath
to dispute the averments on the other side of a controversy and
create an issue of fact is determinative of this case.

An

attempt is made, here. to try the many complicated factual issues
regarding ground water, by affidavit, which of course denies to
the losing party the right to cross-examine expert witnesses on
matters of fact involving the movement of ground water in acquifers
which cannot be seen and can only be theorized about by experts as
to location. extent, thickness. porosity. slope, connections with
other acquifers and numerous other characteristics which may enlighten the state engineer and the court in considering whether
there is reason to believe that a change in an existing diversion
may adversely affect the water rights of others.

THE DEFENDANTS ARE NOT ENTITLED
TO A JUDGMENT AS A MATTER OF LAW.
It will be noted that there are two conditions stated in
Rule 56(c) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure to the granting of
a motion for summary judgment:

(1)

that there is no genuine issue

as to any material fact, and (2) that the moving party is entitled
to judgment as a matter of law.

Condition (2) will be addressed

under the above heading.
This Court held in the case of FMA Acceptance Co. v.
Leatherby Ins. Co .. (Utah) 594 P2d 1332, that:
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"A smnmary judgment is appropriate only
where the favored party makes a showing which
precludes, as a matter of law, the awarding of
any relief to the losing party."
Other cases hold that sununary judgment can be granted
only where the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter
of law on clear, complete, and undisputed facts.
Giovanelli v. First Federal Savings, 120 Ariz. 577,
587 p 2d 763.
First National Bank of Albuquerdue v. Noram Agr.
Prod. Inc., 88 N.M. 74, 537 P 2 682.
Green v. Garn, 11 Utah 2d 375, 359 P 2d 1050
Harvey v. · Sanders, (Utah) 534 P 2d 905
It is necessary that the right to a summary judgment
must be free from doubt as to essential facts.
Durham v. Marg·etts, supra.
Geiler v. Arizona Bank (Arizona) 537 P 2d 994.
In the cas·e of Whaley v. State (Alaska) 438 P 2d 718,
the court said:
"In order to· justify summary judgment not
only must it be shown that there is no genuine
issue of fact to oe litigated, but also that the
moving party is entitled to judgment as a ~atter
of law."
Th±s is a very complicated case as indicated in the
"explanatory'' portion of each of the fourteen applications involved in this case of which the one in the appendix is typical.
They involve ground water rights in an area traversed by a large
river system.

The state engineer's decision on each application

is based upon a de.termination of consumptive use " .... to provide
a suff±c.i:ent definition of the right, to assure that other vested
rights are not impaired by the change."

He states that he is con-
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ducting additional studies concerning consumptive use requirements of irrigated land in the area and that the duty of 2.5
acre feet per acre is interlocutory and will be adjusted when
the duty is detennined in court.

(R. 110)

The matter is so involved, and the facts are so indefinite, that the state engineer approved the application only
conditionally to await a court decision on consumptive use.

It

is clear that the decision to reduce each water right by 1.5
acre feet per acre to assure that other water rights are not
impaired by the change is based on an interlocutory decision on
a factual issue, that of cons1.ll11ptive use of water.

Admittedly,

the engineer was continuing studies to determine the question of
fact.
The decision is conjectural and theoretical, consumptive use as tentatively determined and the same figure, 2.5 acre
feet per acre, is applied to all land.
It is very apparent that in view of the complexity of
the water right and the State Engineer's admissions that he is
making further s-tudiess the results of which may be determined in
this action for review, the applicants are not entitled to judgment as a matte'r of law.

This case falls far short of meeting

the requirements that the facts must be clear, undisputed, and
complete~

The defendants did not successfully bear the burden

of showing that as a matter of law no relief can be awarded to
the losing parties.

-17-
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This case falls in a category to which the following
observation of the Supreme Court of Hawaii is appropriate:
"Some cases are, by their nature, simply
not susceptible of disposition by summary judgment." Munds v. First Ins. Co. (Hawaii) 614 P
2d 408' 411.
In view of the admitted lack of facts as to consumptive use of water, the basis for the approval, it was obviously
error to award a sunnnary judgment.

The application should have

been held, unacted upon, until the State Engineer had obtained
the facts, and in view of the complexities and the very nature
of th.is large, involved, and important water case, it should
have been tried on its merits in the regular way with an opportunity being given to both parties to adduce evidence and to
cross-examine experts on the matter of consumptive use of water
and other important factual issues presented.

CONCLUSION
The statutory question as to whether the changes proposed
by the fourteen applications for changes of points of diversion,
places, and purpose of use would, if approved, impair any vested
water rights without just compensation is a genuine issue as to a
material fact within the meaning of Rule 56(c), Utah Rules of
Civil Procedure.

The affidavits of experts dispute the averments

on the other side of the controversy and create issues of fact
as to impairment of vested rights, consumptive use of water, and
enlargement, and the issues are framed by the pleadings.
-18-
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The

State Engineer admitted in his memorandum decision that his
decision on each application was interlocutory and he was continuing his studies.

The incomplete records and disputed facts

fall far short of meeting the requirement of the rule that the
moving party must show entitlement to a judgment as a matter of
law.
The summary judgment should be reversed and the case
remanded

£017

a full trial on the merits.
Respectfully submitted,

SKEEN AND SKEEN

By:

E~
EN
Attorne s for Plaintiffs and
Appellants.
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CHANGE APPUCATION

Ponn No.107 3-66

Nod.":'!'!./0...'i...~~---

t:,8-S3 I
Application for Permanent Change of Point of Diversion
Place and Nature of Use of Water
APPENDIX

STATE OF UTAH
Please clearly and correctly complete the information requested below which defines the right or rights
being changed. (Type or clearly print.)
For the purpose of obtaining permission to permanently change:

the point of diversion ~. place

ra,

or

natur~ of use ~. of water rights acquired byAPP.li.ca..t.i.o.n ...N.9..~ •...~.l.2.7..3:::C.er.:t.ific.at.e...M.a .•....7..8•.6 5
<Give Number o( Application. certificate ol appropriation, title and date of Decree or other identification of right.)

(

6 8- ':

l£ the right described has been amended by a previous approved change application, give the number of such
change application. No ... .a::-.5.l29..... .

l. The name of the applicant is.... .S ... &••• G. .....I.nc..... _____ .................·-··························-··-················-·················
2. The post-office address of the applicant is ....3.9.5....:e:.a.s.:t....C.e.n.te..r...S.tr..e.e.:t.......Ri.chf.ie.ld...U'.!:... 8 4 "'.'
3. The flow of water which has been or was to have been used in .second-feet is......~..:-..9....9.f.~.....................
4. The quantity of water which has been or was to have been used in acre-feet is.•.•::.::....••••.·-···················
5. The water has been or was to have been used for and during periods as follows:

...........I.t:r.iga..t ..ion............................................... from... b.P..;:i.l... l .............. to..Qg.t.o.b.~&....3..l....-...incl.
(purpose)

(mon.th)

(day)

(month)

(day)

····································································-··············from.................................... to..·-·············-···-······--.incl.
(purpose)

(month)

(day)

(month)

(day)

and stored each year (if stored) ............................from. ................................... to....................................ind.
(mon.th)

(day)

(month)

(day)

6. The direct source of supply is.........W§lL ......... ·-··············· in. .....M...~J. J. .•g·.9:.................................. County.
(well, sprinc, stream, drain, river: if other explain)

7. The point or points of diversion. ...S.o.u.t.b.....3.Q••••t.~~-t... g..:m1 ...li~.§.1;; ...~.0....t..e..~.1;._f.:t.:9.ID...liQb.t.b5!.9.~.t...

~.9.En~H~.. .9.L.?..~~.!;J9.~... b.?..! ....!9.~E.~.gA:P.....E_.~9.1:!!:b-.!.._~.~!]:9..~...?....~.~.2.~..!...•§.:.!:.:_~.:.~--~l:.._.
(Must be the same as that of right. beinc chanced unless a previous chance has been filed and approved. Then use the
point or points aJ)proved in the previous chance.)

o. J.JLversion works:

II a well give diameter and depth...l..6.7:.in..gb. ...g.~j.m~.~-~?;.1.....§.~.4...J~.§.:l;. •••gS!.~.P.....••..........•••.......•..•.•.•••
II a dam and reservoir give height, capacity, and area inundated.......~9.!1.E?...••••••.••••·-··························-·····
If other give type of diversion facility ........N.9.11~.............................•..•-·············-····--····································
9. The water involved. has been or was to have been used for the following purposes in the following
described. legal subdivisions: (If used £or irrigation, state sole or supplemental supply, and describe other
supplemental rights.)
Irrigation . a f ... 2. 9 2 .•. 7..5 ...a.c.r.e s ....o.f....la...nd...S.L~ ...§.b112P.l§m~.n:t;.~J. .••§Y9.aJ..Y....~.IDfaJ;.g_<;.g_g_······

.YJ.i.thin... the... ar.ea ..9.e.ss;.r.i.b.eg ___\.lA\Q.§£ ..• l;:.~P.;l,.E.m~.t:9.~Y. ...::.. .E.~*-~.9J~.sP.D....~...•.(s;.Q.Q~...J .....
Total acres to be irrigated. ......4.~.4..~.7..S....?.1112P.l~!ll.§.Q~.~l .......- .. ······················-················~·-········-···········
Stockwatering (number and kind) ............ ~9.IJ~---··························································································
Domestic (number of families and/or persons, etc.) .........~9.I1.~ ...................................................................
Other ...................................................................................... ~9.IJ.E?. ...........•••.•.••••.•..·-··-···································
10. The point at which water has been or was to have been returned to the stream channel is situated as
follo .vs: (Please describe method of return.) ·······-··············!::{9.IJ.E?.....•..•.....••.•••••.•••••••- ••••••.......•.•••.•••••••..••••.••..
Note: Paragraph 10 is to be completed only when all or part of the water is returned to the nalura.I stream or channel.

The Following Changes Are Proposed
11. The flow of water to be changed in cubic feet per second is ....... ::-.~·-·································-··········-·············

12. The quantity of water to be changed in acre-feet is .4.l.a..•. O...S.e.e .. ..Ex.planat..oz:y...;:-...,Par •....l2..•. Lcont
APPENDIX 20
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13. The water will be used each year for:

.... .Ir.i.gg,~_1;;.i.9.1............................................ from. ...~J.a.nua.t:y...l .......... to ...O.!e.c.e.mb.e..r....3.1......... incl.
(purpose)

(month)

(day)

(month)

(day)

...................::-•......•............................................ from. ..••.......::::..........•............. to ...............::::-.................... incl.
(pur1)0Sd)

(month)

·(day)

(month)

(day)

and stored. each year (if stored) from ........................ :".':~ .......................... to ................7::7...••.••••••.•••••• .incL

*See Explanatory-paragraph 13 (cont.) <month>
(day)
(month>
Cdayi
14. It is now proposed to divert the wateT from. ...........- .. 5 ... nest.. ~e.lls. ...................................................... .
(i.e., sprinr. sprinr area. stream, river, dnin, well, etc. J

at a point(s) as follows: .§.~~ .. .P.:r:.9P.9.~~9...~~l~ ..J.~~.J:.9: ...g.~~_s;:;.P.~.~.Sm... }:;!.1.~~;... r;.~.P.±.~P.:e.!;or

.'Ihe... P.O.i nt.s....o.f... di.v ar.sj. o.n ...wi l.l...~.Q n.s.i.s:t. ..Qf....5. •.•we.l.l_.l.oc.a.t.i.ons... a..t ...any....co.mb i
aJ:.io.n. .. o.f ... the. ...9 ...w.ell ...l.ac.a.ti.ons... des.c.ri.b.ed. .. unde.r...Expl.ana.to..q::::-.par.•....1.4.lcon
NOTE: The "point of diversion," or "point of return," must be located l.y course and distance or by rectangular distances
with reference to ~me regularly established United States land corner or United States mineral monument if within a
distance of siz miles of either, or if a irreater distance to some prominent and permanent natural object. A spring area
must also be described by metes and bounds.

15. The proposed. diverting and conveying worka will consist of: (if a well, state diameter alld depth thereof)
.f..i..:-!.e._.~.o.:~..J'i.i.9.ID.e.tel: ...w.el.l.s....b~t:w~.en ...e..O.Q ••. ~.ee.t...9..ni:i ...t.9....l~.~-0..0•••.f.~.e:t....cl.e.~P.---=-···
distr~bution Pipelines and equalization facilities ..
1-' to be stof'ed, give capacity Of ~01r in acre-feet...........::::-....._ .. height

16. II water

of dam............=:.::.....

area inundated in acres.......7..::'•••••••••••• .legal subdivisions of area inundated .............::-.::....-·--···--····--

17. The water is to be used for the following purposes in the following described legal subdivisions: (if used
for irrigation, state sole or supplemental supply, and describe other supplemental right3.)
Irrigation ···-····-N.Qlle..........---········-··--·---······----------··-···-·---------

··----·-·-------- -------· ···------------·-----·-·----·-···-·-···-·-····-····----·······-·-·-·····---··-·-Total acres to be irrigated...............No.ne .......................
but limited. to the sole irrigation supply of.•..-=-=--·-·-·····--············--·--···ac:res.
Stockwat.eri.ng (number and kind) ..•..._liQ.tl.~-----····--···----~-------·-·-···------

Domestic (number of families and/or persons, etc.) -·--·--··-··-···---·--··---------Other .. InQ..Wi:!;.;.ia..l..Jt.i.l;r;.ItQ:u:.s___
d~~-c;:.xJ.J;>.~<l ...Ynd...§r..•.&;mJ.E-.ns.~.Q.;:;t:::P..9-.t:.,.llLc..®t • )

g.,__

18. U para.graphs 11 and 12 designat.e that only pa.rt of the right described. in paragraphs 1 to 10 inclusive
is to be changed, designate the status of the wat.er so affected by this change as to ita being abandoned
or used as heretofore•

.T.b.e...•.z:e.ma.i.n.ing...wat.eJ::.S...w.ill.._.col'l.t.inu.e...to_.be...Jlsed.. a s he re.:to.fo.r.e as d esc r i
in paragraphs l to 10 in~i.AltATORY
The following additional !acta are set forth in order to define more clearly and completely the full
purpose of the proposed change: ··-··-···-·-···--··--·--------------·--·-······-·-------·

···-··················-··········-··---····-···-·-·J.S.!,;.e....b.t.t.a~b.e..~t.. &:.~P..l.gJ.19..t.Q.r;.y_L_____________________________

The undersigned. hereby acknowledges that even though he may have been assisted in the preparation
of the above-numbered. application through the courtesy of the employeet of the State Enginer's Office, all
responsibility for the accuracy of the information coo;therein, at the time of filing, resta with the

appU.-

By~.~. • .•~:5~---····-~·
Sicn&ture ol Applicant
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Change App. No.
Explanatory Page 1
EXPLA~ATORY

Section 16
37.88
9.10
36.60
7.58

Tl 7S

I

acres
acres
acres
acres

I

(Continued)

R6W, S.L.B.&M.

(91.16 acres)

in NW!.:iNW!.:i
in NE!.:iNW~
in NWJ..iSWJ.:i
in NE!.:iSW~

Section 17, Tl7S, R6W, S.L.B.&M.

(201.59 acres)

37.10 acres in NW~NEJ..i
37.00 acres in NEJ..iNE~
37.32 acres in SW1:£NE~
13. so acres in NW!i.tSE!.:i
38.17 acres in NE~SE~
J 9,.s-0
"' ~~//.f.AJ~I/.;.
The water right covered herein is limited to the sole supply
requirements of 240 acres and is supplemental to the waters
accruing to 40 shares of stock in the Melville Irrigation Company.
I~

Paragraoh 12 (Continued)
Only the first 418.0 acre feet of water annually accruing to
the water right evidenced by Certificate No. 7865 (68-531)
is
~ro9osed to be changed herein.
~_3raoh

13

(Continued)

Since the total quantity'of water which will be diverted annually
und8r Certificate No. 7865 (68-531)
will be limited to the sole
SU??lY requirements of 240
acres of land and since the source
of ~upply is from storage in the underground, there will be no
0nlurgement of the right nor impairment of other rights by extending
t.::1e oeriod of diversion and use of the 418.0
acre feet of water
~e~~ln year-around to include the period outside of the irrigation
s~ason of Aprll l to October 31 set forth in Certificate No. 7865 (68-53:
Paraqranh 14

(Continued)

G'ri:_nary WAll loc.:at:LonG:
TlSS, R6W, S.L.B.&. M.

1-S. 2,490 ft.
J-S. 2,490 ft.
4-N.
600 ft.
s-s. 1,470 ft.

W<=ll No.
Well :Io.
~·lc:l l
No.
',·!E!ll

T 1 5S ,

~-lo

.

[{ 7 r;.; ,

2-~.

w~ll

T 15 s , R 6 wI

ft. from NW Corner,
ft. from NW Corner,
ft. from SW Corner,
ft. from NW Corner,

Sec. "18; h.t.~
Sec . 9; b e.. ~
Sec. 9; c <:.. L·
Sec. '18. b It. b

i

S • L • B • & • M•

Well No.

Alternate

E.150
E.150
E.150
E.150

500 ft.

w.

500 ft. from SE Corner, Sec. 13. ~~J

locations:

s . L. s . & •

~1.

- N. 150 :t. E. 1,000 ft. from SW Corner, Sec. 7; er::.~
1,470 ft. E. 150 ft. from s·w Corner, Sec. "18"; c. b :_...
~.
A2
Sec
q 9 ; Services
h b <ft. for
E.digitization
150 ft.
from
Corner,
s.
1,170Funding
'd.-~ll
A3
Sponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library.
provided
by theNW
Institute
of Museum
and. Library
ft:.. from
ft. E.Act,150
SW State
Corner,.
.: ""'OTechnology
Library Services and
administered
by the Utah
Library. Sec. ~9.C.1' c..
\·le 11

'1,';:~11

Al

-
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~~pLanacory

Paraornph 17

Page

~

(Continued)

i

Operation of a nominal 3,000 megawatt net electrical energy
generating plant commonly referred to as the Intermountaln Power
Project, primarily for cooling purposes but including all plant
uses embraced in all or parts of Sections 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
22, 23 and 24, TlSS, R7W, SLB&M, and parts of Sections 18 and 19,
TlSS, R6W, S.O&H.
In addition the water will be used for all
purposes rcquircrl for the construction of the Intcrmountain Power
Pr.ojcct cludng the period of its construction.

*

*

The remaining waters accruing to Certificate No. 7865 (68-531)
will continue to be used as heretofore as described in paragraphs
l to 10, inclusive, herein except that the quantities of water so
used for irrig.:ition purposes will be reduced by the quantities of
wntcr to be used for industrial purposes at the Intermountain
Power Project. Pi.edc1cel 1 l=lowcueE, eflne ehe f'i~l:t t:o !!lnid remuini11g
wuters sha~l :it: o:ill t:imes se s1:1ajeee eo t:hg pdma:F} ri~!tl: to the
-fi.rst
41 a a
ucre focat of t1a.tar aR·rnte±-l-y covtHcfo by this Chauge
'o ....~ -1:. ~

It is proposed to divert the said 418.0
acre feet of water
annually by means of any combination of five wells to be drilled
at the Intermountain Power Project at any five of the nine locations
described in paragraph 14 herein. Under the proposed plan of
development, the wells will be first drilled at the primary locations.
In the event any of the wells so drilled do not yield an adequate
suµ~ly of water., adciitionnl wells will be drilled as required .:it
the Qlternu.te well locution~. The rroposccl live wells arc sized
and will be equipped to provide an adequate water su~ply to opcrnte
at least one electrical generating unit at the Intermountain Power
Project in the event of an outage in the surface water supply.
1

Simi.L:ir ch.:inge <lpf.Jlications arc being f ilccl on other groundw;itcr r.i.qh t.::; to cl i V<~rt: un<~c1~ground wut0rs by meim!; or. the Silm~
five wells <lcscribecl ubovc. 'l'hc unrlcrgrouncl wQters clivcrt~d by
mc.:ins of the f i vc wells under this c!rnnge .:ipp l.L cation nncl the
other similar change applications will be comingled at the Intermountain Power Project with surface waters rediverted from the
Sevier River under water rights of the Delta Canal Company, Melville
Irrigation Compnny, Abraham Irrigation Company, Dcscret Irrigation
Compllny, Central Utllh Water Company and Vincent Cropper for use at
the Intermountain Power Project as described in paragraph 17 herein.
'\)r-c~ \c\t.-c.\ 1 \~E:.~E:\ 1 ~1,.-,c..-tc-t~e ,-\~I;...."\ -\...:...~Q-,d v~n,.::::·\"""'i."''\
w~'<c· '("""'=> 5v,,:::.\ \ 'o'<: ~'-'-\:;).)<c:
-\.o -t'-\"'-::. -f'·\ -c-c::.·~ -r,~\"'~ ·\.<::.
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~pplicant is negotiating the sale to Intermountain Power Agency
of the first 418.0 acre feet of water annually accruing to the
WQter right evirlcnccd by Certificnte No.7865 (68-531)
for yeararound industrial use at the proposed Intermountain Power Project
to be constructed and owned by Intermountain Power Agency, a
political subdivision of the State of Utah creutcd pursuunt to
the "Interloclll Co-operation Act" (Chapter 13, Title 11, U.C.A.,
1953, as amended). This change application is filed to amend
Certificate No.7865 (68-531) to provide for the year-around
diversion and use of the first 418.0acre feet of water annually
QCcruing thereunder for year-around industrial use at the
In te rmou1'ltQin Power P reject and thereby nccomplish the purposes.:;... ~t
of tile foregoing sale. Upon consunun.:ition of tile s.:ile, the pi~ilii1aEy. ·1..;:i
r igl1 t to the first 418. O
acre feet of wuter .:is all'lcnded by this
1,....;
,_,
change application will be conveyed to In terrnountain Power ,\gency.

a.pp-l-i-€~-- \.c...)1.- ~

·I

Ix

1

l

(

{_ angc App. No.
~hplanatory Page J

In the event that other water rights are impaired by substantial
interference resultj.ng from the drilling and operation of the proposed five wells at the Intermountain Power Project and replacement of~wuter is required, such replacement shall not be made from
the pr; m'aV?~ right to the first
418. 0 acre feet of water annually
covere~ by this. change application, but shall be made from the
rcmuining portion of the right under Certificate No.7865 (68-531)
as hereinabove described.
It is not intended under this change application to enlarge
upon the water right evidenced by Certificate No. 7865 (68-531).
This change application shall be in accordance with the Water
Sule ~grccment to be entered into by and between the applicant
and Intermountain Power ~gcncy.
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STATE ENGINEER'S ENDORSEMENTS

•

1.

/

/

. .
__. i ___i_.___i__,__/ __-:___t._____ Change App 11cat1on
-

.

I

(.over counter .
ffi
-·", /v
.
by mail
m 5 tate Engineer's o ice by ..::-~Y.:::.-------

receive~

2. --------------------- Priority of right to make change brought down to, on account of _________________ _

-t.

~2=:f.~J.]~~2-t~~~~---F-~~-f~;-[iii;;~-~~~ii~~-tic;~$.-~9 ·qg~~-.-~~eiv-~d-by.:~,1 /.:1 ___ , Receipt Not!_-:Tc_~_7
1..9./!...'?..lZ.;?..... A?plication microfilmed by_____________ Roll No.~_7~ :fnd indexed by _ff_{J_E_' ;; - ;.

5.
6.

..!L/-t~77.!/.......

3.

..LL-..~~-:--~-

Application platted by~----------.--------------------Application examined by ____Jj,d}_ _____________________________ _

i. ------------------------- Application returned, with letter, to -----·---------------------for correction

-----------------------------------------------------

. .
b . d over
.
,so ff"ice _ _ _ __
b counter
.
to S tate E ngmeer
8. ---------------------- Correcte d app 11cat1on resu mitte
y mai1
9.
10.
11.
l 2.

advertisement

WPL:~plic=p~::.d f~r
by
/vi:;
·----_! ____!_~---- Notice to water users prepared by __:.;L c..I/
.
-~~Y.__§JW..L.. Publication began, was completed ~:~v_2_a_ma__Y.)(;/{ca' 1~/-.t//.y9//,e,~-

~.

11/t?/7:[:-____

Proof slips

c~eck.ed by _f.M 1~~~~;;;

13. ...Ld.L?.2/..2.f..•• Change Apphcat1on protested by

1

.rr;;;r'

71..¥.1.~L~.:!t "'4 fro'

"IC;::...

C.s'""z · '

• .
"

t · ''·

.

.~-r •'-

_{a~.Js).ffl__~~;,:~:!:J ~~W,q:;;;,.e,~( ~~;;:,S'J~~
Field Examined by ----~j-~·--:/_~6~*./::~~.
Application designated for ap_Pro~al by _____· 0
_------'":! iUiHt
~-~

15.
16.

.J;J/~f-7.'L __
~~
-~-~=z-~"i:~~=~~~

l i.

J.L1..Ql.§._Q_ _____

Change Application copied -2...l{________ proofread by _ _ _ __

18.

-~/._h.Q.l_§.g_________

Change Application

14.

·-·I·~•

Publisher paid MEV No.

a;~d

and returned to a p p l i c a n t - - - - - - - - - - - - -

This application is approved on the following conditions:
1.

Actual construction work necessitated by proposed change shall be diligently prosecuted to comple-

2.

Proof of change shall be submitted to the State Engineer's office by. December 31,__ _]._~~---

3.

This change is subject to all conditions imposed on the approval of the original application or right

tion.

-----------------------------l?.Y.J:1~m.Q...9..~~-~.§.;,2D.J._)_/.19./.ll.Q~----

-----------·------------hzn~n.s1~.<;l.J1~ID.Q...9.~9.!~J-~~~- ~---=r+=-:------------------------------c.::;,,!..~-!Ni'--------------Dee C. Han sen ,

State Erigineer

19. ····--------------------· Time for making proof of change extended to----------------------------·······-·

20.

Proof 0f change submitted.

21. ·------------------------- Certificate of change No. ---·-------------------------------• issued.
I hereby_ certify that the foregoing is a true copy of the Application by ·---------·--------------------to change the point of diversion, place and nature of use of water as shown, with endorsements thereon, on
the records of my office on the date given below.
Salt Lake City, Utah ·-······--·-------------------·-···· , 19 ---··· __ ----------·-·····-------------------·····--·------···
--

Change Application

State Engineer

~o . .cl..~LP...9...~01-
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CERTIFICATE' OF. MAILING

I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing BRIEF
OF APPELLANTS was mailed to Defendants and Respondents attorneys,
postage prepaid, addressed as follows:
Dallin W. Jensen
Michael M. Quealy
Assistants Attorney Gene~al
1636 West No~th. Temp.le
Salt Lake CityJ Utah ·
Joseph Novak
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN & MARTINEAU
10 Exchange Place, Eleventh Floor
Post Office Box 3000
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110
Wayne L. Black
Robert D. Moore
BLACK & MOORE
Suite 500, Ten Broadway Building
Ten West Third South Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
Thorpe A. Waddingham
Attorney at Law

P. O. Box 177
Delt~ Utah 84624

on this

4t£-. day

of

Jan~ry,

1982.
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